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Аннотация
This is a fanfic based on Howard Lovecraft's "Whispering in the

Darkness" which tells readers a breathtaking story about Wilmarth.
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Chapter 1
Wilmarth woke up screaming. Droplets of sweat ran down his

pale face, joining together and then spreading out in different
directions. Whole body trembled, and the words "we're close"
thundered in his head.

The young man sat up on the bed abruptly and, being
perplexed, tried to reproduce in his mind the dream that had
frightened the poor man so much. Only vague images surfaced
in his mind, but he knew for sure that he was somewhere in the
mountains. Then a voice seemed the loud buzzing of an insect
pierced his body: "We are close”.

Willmarth sat in a daze. "No, it can't be, not again…" He
clutched his head convulsively with his hands and collapsed back
into bed. A little over a year had passed since the events of that
horrible night. For the first few months he'd struggled to find a
place for himself, persecution mania had taken over what was
left of his mind, spies had been found at every turn, and the flat
in Arkham seemed to him like an aquarium, constantly watched



 
 
 

over by a pair of eyes, if you could match their ugly pink sprouts
to eyes, of course.

He moved to Arkham after graduating from university. He
liked the atmosphere of the bustling city, and the proximity to the
river gave him an excuse to walk around more. But most of all he
liked wandering just beyond Lang's Inn, where a strip of woods
began. Wandering among the trees, he felt a sense of freedom,
and the place gave him strength. The sight of nature in its natural
beauty seemed to indicate to Wilmart that his place was here on
Earth, not in the depths of the universe on some Yuggot.

It was a hot July day, so after stomping on the jetty in the
blazing sun and realising that he could no longer look at the
dazzling river, he decided to go to his favourite spot to take a
break from the summer heat under the wide canopy of trees.
When he reached the spot, he sat down on a large fallen tree
and exposed his face to the sunlight scattered across the leaves,
letting it flow freely from his nose to his chin and back again.
There was, as always, no one around, just him, the forest, the
chirping of birds and…

Walter listened. The chirping of the birds… it wasn't there.
There was nothing at all. No, there was Walter, there was the
forest, but there was perfect silence, as if someone had covered
the whole world with a pillow. The young man jumped up



 
 
 

abruptly and looked around. The scary thoughts were in the back
of his head at first, and then gradually moved to his legs, making
them tense. He knew WHEN that silence would come, and he
knew WHO would follow. The young man rushed towards the
hotel, although he was not much liked there for often 'scaring
away customers with his strange gait', it was better than facing
them.

When he reached the building, Wilmarth dashed through the
door and slid the deadbolt shut with a loud click. The landlord at
the front desk raised an eyebrow in surprise:

"What the hell are you doing here?" – he walked up to him
and unlocked the door, making Walter recoil from the entrance
closer to the stairs.

"I'll say it again – what the hell are you doing here!" – It was
obvious from the old prick's face that he wasn't in the mood for
friendly conversation.

"Please forgive me…" – mumbled Wilmarth, still recovering
from his shock – "Please forgive me." – he coughed and took a
serious look – "The thing is, I met… outlaws in the woods, and
they… Well, can I stay here in the hall for a while and then go
to my place in peace?"



 
 
 

"You think you can just show up at my door with no respect
and…"

"I'll pay," the intruder interrupted and held out some notes.

The landlord snorted, roughly snatched the money from the
hands of the pale young man and, grumbling to himself, returned
to the counter.

Wilmarth looked around. He had never been inside before,
only seen some of the furnishings through the windows. The
young man walked to a large chair and sank tiredly into it. He
had to think about what to do next. He asked the maid to fetch
him some coffee and deepened his thinking, taking a magazine
from the table so as not to look too suspicious.

An hour later a boy burst into the inn.

"Mr. Albert Willmarth, they told me he was here!"

"What on earth is going on today," came the owner's angry
voice, "there's your Willmarth, he's been asleep in his chair for
an hour! And what's the matter with you all today…"

"Mr Wilmarth, Mr Wilmarth!" – the boy ran up to Wilmarth
and shook him by the shoulder – "I have urgent news for you!"



 
 
 

"What is it?" – The man asked in a sleepy voice. After all, he
had dozed off a little from his long rumination.

"Your flat… it burned down." – the boy muttered, and froze
in anticipation of the fireman's reaction.

Walter's eyes widened and his mouth dropped open in a mute
question that, frankly, he was afraid to ask even to himself.
Fifteen minutes later he was standing in front of his house, or
rather what was left of it.

Eyewitnesses said that the fire broke out suddenly, and there
was a wild rumbling noise from the flat, as if some large
creature was breaking furniture. However, the rumbling stopped
as quickly as the flames disappeared – it is not known how, where
or why.

The young man could only nod his head in sympathy for the
loss, for he knew WHO was in his flat and WHAT had happened
to it. A few hours later he realised something else as well: the
manuscripts had burned along with the flat – all that he had left
behind after those terrible events at the Ecklie house. It was easy
to guess the reason for what had happened – they had gotten to
him, they were very close.



 
 
 

There was no time to think about it. Wilmarth did not
want to spend the night in town, although neighbours and good
acquaintances suggested it. But he could not go to his brother's
house either – he did not have enough money. So there was only
one way out: the Lang Inn. After collecting what was left of
his possessions (namely, the documents he had kept in the safe
and a couple of books with burned spines), and taking a shabby
shotgun from a neighbour, the young man gathered his will and
headed for the outskirts of town. Taking a shabby shotgun from
a neighbour, the young man gathered his will and headed for the
outskirts of town.

Yes, anything could happen, but he had to survive the night.
Chapter 2
Wilmarth sat on the windowsill, gazing up into the night sky.

In his right hand he held a shotgun, in his left a glass of cheap
whiskey from Lang's bar. The room was silent, only the ticking of
the clock on the wall challenged its authority. There was shouting
from downstairs – the young couple couldn't decide who would
sleep against the wall and who would sleep on the edge of the bed.

Wilmarht grinned – people are willing to argue to the last
minute to prove their point. How low, how down-to-earth… He
turned away from the window and stared at his hands. They
hadn't shaken like that in a long time. One could tell by the ripples
on the golden smoothness of his temples. The young man did not



 
 
 

know what to do next; moreover, he was not sure what would
happen in the next five minutes either. On arrival at the hotel he
had time to send a letter to his brother in California, hoping that
he could accept it for the time being until Willmarth could work
out what to do next. Continuing to teach at the university was not
a good idea – THEY had to know his place of work, so… The
young man bit his tongue painfully and tears came to his eyes.
The poor man was really desperate.

Wandering gloomy thoughts, he looked again at the starry
sky. For a moment it seemed that one of the luminous dots was
suddenly approaching. Wilmarth shook his head – no, he was
wrong. It was several more hours before his eyelids drooped and
he fell into a restless sleep.

The next morning started surprisingly well with a letter back
from his brother. The letter said that he and his wife would be
happy to host Wilmarth, and the family had just moved into a
house on the farm, so there was room for everyone. And until
the burnt-out man decided what to do next, he could help with
the household chores.

It was a great chance to escape to a secluded place. The
proximity of the mountains and the warm climate were all that
was needed for the nerves. So the young man paid the innkeeper
and headed for the port. His ship was due to set sail in an hour,



 
 
 

so the young man deftly made his way between the streets on the
shortest route. At some point, Wilmarth realised that he was lost.
He turned around and tried to find the road he had taken to his
destination, but could not recognise any of the houses or streets
around him. He panicked – he was known among his friends as
a real expert at orienteering, knew all the places in Arkham, but
now he was standing there like a lost kitten.

He looked around at several houses that looked as if they had
been abandoned for decades. Broken windows and moldy tiles
did not create a pleasant atmosphere.

Having assessed the situation and checked his watch (there
was about 15 minutes to sail), he decided to look for signs on
the houses – perhaps if he knew the name of the street he could
get his bearings. He chose the least destroyed house and began to
look around. There was nothing outside that looked like a sign,
so he decided to go inside (the boys in the yard could pick it
up and drag it inside for their games). Willmarth made his way
through the pile of planks – all that was left of the former front
room – and stepped inside. It smelled damp. There was a lot of
stuff on the floor, and the wallpaper was peeling off the walls.
He was shoveling through the piles of rubbish, the belongings of
the previous tenants and the broken-down walls, hoping to find
something that looked like a plank, when suddenly there was a
knocking sound from above. Wilmarth listened for a moment.
The knocking kept shifting. It seemed as if someone was walking



 
 
 

on their heels.

"What could a decent girl be doing in this wreck?" – thought
Wilmarth. But at the same moment he came to the conclusion
that he himself was an honorary professor of philology, and
decided that it might well be a wayward wayfarer like himself.

"Excuse me, lady, hello! Are you lost too? My name is Albert
Willmarth, I'm trying to find a street sign here, are you too?".

The pounding stopped. Instead, it was as if a multitude of mice
were scurrying up the stairs – such was the shuffling that reached
the young man.

"I'll be right up, wait!" – Willmarth decided to check what
was going on after all, confident that as he climbed the stairs he
would see the frightened lady.

But what appeared before him on the first floor was no lost
townswoman at all. Wilmarth's eyes widened and his mouth
opened with a heavy sigh – Henry Ackley stood before him.

"P-P-Professor, is that you?" – Stammering, the young man
asked. "B-but your consciousness has been displaced…"

"Quite right," the professor interrupted him, "Ackley's



 
 
 

consciousness was transferred to one of the devices you saw in his
house, I believe you called them cylinders then," his lips curved
into an unnatural smile that made Willmarth flinch. Please
forgive me, I have not yet mastered these parts perfectly.The
others decided it would be better if I appeared to you like this.
Anyway, I'm not here to make small talk," Ecklie, or rather
whoever was pretending to be him, turned sharply to Wilmarth.
He stared at him in exhaustion, slowly sliding down the banister.

“Don't panic, Albert, I'm not here to scare you – I have a
message to pass on. First of all, we apologise for your flat – it
was a necessary part of the plan, the manuscript should never
have fallen into anyone's hands. We are glad that you were not
harmed. But now for something else. Mr Noyes invites you to
the Eckley Manor for some… negotiations," his hand twitched,
arching back. It took the stranger several times to strain it to
bring it back to normal. "As I said before, the parts aren't entirely
subject to me… So, Mr. Wilmarth, are you ready to pay a visit?"

The young man stood in a daze. Agree? Then the nightmare
would become a life. Refuse? To be killed on the spot.

Spreading his lips, dry with fear, Wilmarth squeezed out:
"Yes."

"Fine!" – the fake Eckley seemed to exhale with relief – "Then



 
 
 

let's set off immediately! The car is already waiting downstairs,
follow me."

The men left the building and got into an old Ford (Wilmarth
recognized it immediately – a month after that fateful night the
car had disappeared without a trace; he thought it had been
stolen, but it was much worse). The car started up and drove the
company to the Arkham exit. Wilmarth was on his way back to
Vermont.

Chapter 3
There was a dead silence in the old farmhouse. In fact, that was

how Wilmarth remembered it. No animals, no people, only the
wind rustling the leaves. It might have been the only traffic for
a few dozen kilometers. The Ford pulled into the barn that had
served as Eckley's garage, where Wilmarth had raced just over a
year earlier. As he got out of the car, the young philologist felt the
chill of the machine gun at his back and, guided by the driver, he
headed towards the house. Every step was difficult, not because
the ten hours in the car made his legs ache irritably, but because
he had no idea what might be waiting for him inside. And even
if he had, the assumptions were too terrifying for Willmarth's
psyche.

A step, a second – with each second the inevitable drew
nearer. The young man's heart was beating frantically. Perhaps
he would have been glad if it had been ripped from his chest: at



 
 
 

least then he would not have to go through this death row…

But suddenly something flashed through the boy's mind:
"Run… Anywhere but this house. He glanced at his escorts:
False Eckley was walking ahead and hardly looking back, the
driver was still holding his gun to Wilmarth's body. There was
only one chance to get out of the predicament, but he had to wait
until the delegation got close enough to the house that Wilmarth
had time to circle the building and duck under the protection of
the woods.A moment for action… "In the range between despair
and hope," thought the would-be fugitive. "Now!" – With a sharp
movement he knocked the gun out of the hands of the one who
was holding it and dropped it to the ground, then fired three times
at the one in front of him and rushed towards the saving treetops.

"Just a little more, push on!"  – he shouted to himself,
struggling to get to the right point as fast as he could. His left
foot had already crossed the edge of the forest when someone
grabbed him by the waist and lifted him up. A terrified scream
echoed through the nearby mountains. Wilmarth collapsed to the
ground.His consciousness slowly faded away. The last thing he
saw was a creature about three meters tall, with an indecipherable
build and many extensions that were alternating arms and legs. It
held the young man by the scruff of the neck and dragged him
towards the house. "The end," thought the young man.



 
 
 

Wilmarth woke up in the same room where he had last seen
the 'professor'. Except that the interior had changed slightly:
Henry Ecklie's personal belongings were no longer visible, and
there were many "cylinders" in which Mee-goo had placed
people's consciousnesses. The young man could not be sure that
the latter had agreed to this voluntarily, so the last thing he
wanted was to be among them. He tried to get up – his left leg
buckled and he collapsed to the floor. He listened – footsteps
could be heard on the stairs. Immediately the door opened, letting
in a smiling Noyes, who held a tray with a mug of tea and two
sandwiches.

"Ah, have you awaked already?" – Noyes sets the tray down on
the bedside table and frowns at Wilmarth with that same wimpy
smile.

"What have you done with Eckley?" – Wilmarth asked in an
iron voice.

"No need to worry, you're in no condition to worry about such
trifles now…"

"I ask you again – where is Eckley?"  – this time the lad
shouted and lunged towards the visitor, but was immediately
thrown roughly to the floor.



 
 
 

"There's no need to act like a child, Albert"  – the smile
disappeared from Noyes' face, revealing excessive irritation – "If
you think I'm going to patronise you like a child – you're sorely
mistaken. Your failed escape plan has already put the Master
in a bad mood and he needs more trouble. If you want to do
something useful, eat your breakfast and read some books, there
are plenty of them here," he left the room, slamming the door
loudly.

Willmarth struggled to get up from the floor and crawled onto
the bed. His thoughts were confused, his whole body ached, and
his leg was bandaged with some rags. He lay back and stared at
the ceiling, "And here I am again…" As embarrassed as it was to
admit it – he had been caught after all. Enough time had passed
for the Mi-goi to forget about his little escape, but something
made them come back for the fugitive. Why? Alas, he had no
answer to that question…

Half an hour later Noyes entered the room again: 'The council
will be waiting for you downstairs in exactly one hour, change
your clothes, you will find them in the cloakroom opposite. With
a broken leg, it took Wilmarth half an hour to change, and in
another 20 minutes he was on his way down the stairs to meet…

He saw the following picture – three people (Noyes, a driver
and a third person) and two Mi-gos. If the unfriendly humans
could tolerate it, the Mi-gos could not… The creatures were



 
 
 

pinkish in colour, with a crustacean-like body and pairs of large
dorsal fins or webbed wings and several ingenious limbs; on
their heads was a coiled, snail-like ellipsoid with many short
tendrils. Their bodies are made up of a form of matter not
found in nature on Earth, so they do not register on ordinary
photographic film. They communicate with each other through
telepathy and humming. However, after surgery, a Mi-go can
acquire the ability to mimic the language of any creature. It is
too difficult for human perception to fully comprehend the alien
body structure. Many people went mad when they saw one of
the MI-gos. No wonder Wilmarth was stunned when he saw
them in the living room downstairs. Yes, Eckley had described
their appearance in detail in his letters, and Wilmarth himself
had heard their buzzing, frantic speech, but he had never before
encountered aliens in person.

Chapter 4
There was an awkward silence in the room. Only the Mi-go

occasionally clicked their semblance of a mouth.

The silence was interrupted by Noyes: "Neo, we appreciate
your involvement in our affairs, but killing Mr. Wilmarth is
unprofitable, to say the least – a lot of people in Townshend saw
us driving slowly down the dirt road.

Oh, and it turns out he left a will in case he died or went
missing that clearly states where to look for him, which is here.



 
 
 

We don't want any more trouble."

The creatures looked at each other, and their heads bloomed
with an iridescent glow. It lasted only a moment, after which
Gling moved quickly towards George, who had been silent the
whole time. The man's eyes widened, "Not again…". – At the
same instant, one of the alien's limbs sank into the man's neck,
making a small deep cut in it. The poor man's throat was
bleeding, he looked at Wilmarth and slumped slowly into the
chair beside him. Mi-go began to wriggle. It did this until all
present could see its insides. The creature let out a wheeze and
tore off a piece of one of the organs at the top of its body. Gling
then shoved this piece roughly down George's throat and returned
to its original state.

The man's eyes went glassy, and a black liquid began to ooze
from a cut on his neck. Marcus vomited. Suddenly, as if bound
by invisible strings, the body began to rise. The man spoke, "Mr
George has kindly agreed to loan me his body. Unfortunately, I
haven't had an operation yet, so I can't speak human language.
As long as it's necessary, I'll be borrowing our friend's speech
machine. Marcus, are you all right? " – he nodded weakly, wiping
the corners of his mouth with his handkerchief – "Now about Mr
Wilmarth. My friend was hasty in his decision, you're right, Mr.
Noyes, it's not profitable to kill him. And that man must not be
lost in any way – we don't want any unnecessary worries. Neo and



 
 
 

I, however, have a solution. We propose to move Mr. Wilmarth's
creation to one of the Conductors, and until the plan is carried
out, one of us will see to it that the aforementioned body returns
home in peace and out on sick leave before Peace Day."

"Good idea, Mr Gling!" – commented Marcus – "Noyes, do
you agree?"

"Absolutely," he replied – "Albert Willmarth has given us
quite a bit of trouble as it is, so I'll only be glad if we can solve
this problem.Thank you all, the council is over," he slammed
his hand on the rest of the table again, and everyone began to
disperse. Marcus grabbed Wilmarth's arm roughly and pulled
him upstairs. But not to the room where the young man slept, but
up to the third floor. There he threw him into the back of one of
the rooms, locked the door and left.

Wilmart sat in a daze. He knew exactly what they wanted to
do to him. Although the spies presented Mi-go as deities who
did not wish people harm, the image of George did not leave
the young man's mind. "And what is another Peace Day…" –
Wilmart was finally confused. He was in a completely empty
room – the only room on the third floor, not counting the two
storage rooms where Ecklie's things were kept. It was about
seven o'clock in the evening, as he could tell from the setting
sun through the gaps in the outer wall. He couldn't reach the



 
 
 

window; the slightest movement caused severe pain in his broken
leg. There was nowhere to run…

Wilmarth lay on the cold floor all night until Marcus arrived
with some liquid broth and a few slices of bread. "Your
consciousness will be transferred to the Conductor at dawn. To
make the process less painful, try to get some sleep." – He was
about to leave, but hesitated for a second and added: "There is
always a way out, Mr Wilmarth. Just listen and you will hear the
call of freedom. ' With these words, the man closed the door and
left.

"Freedom, how come, you're hardly freer than me,
Marcus…" – Wilmarth was annoyed – "Damn! Is there nothing
I can do at all! No way out?! At all?!" – tears flowed from the
young man's eyes and his hands began to claw at the wall. "I don't
want to die, not now!" – he shouted, trying to get up. His leg felt
as if it had been stabbed, and Wilmarth collapsed back to the
floor.

He lay staring at the ceiling. He had never been in such a
desperate situation where everything was at stake. Tears were still
streaming down his cheeks and there was a lump in his throat.

Wilmarth lay like this for about two hours before he began
to drift off to sleep. "I must be sleeping for the last time in my



 
 
 

life… Sounds ridiculous," the young philology professor thought
to himself.

In the morning he was to be reborn into a new form of life.
Chapter 5
He woke up when dusk was still outside the window. He tried

to get up – surprisingly, his leg did not hurt. On the contrary,
the bloody wound from the broken bone had healthy skin and
all the joints were in place. Wilmarth tried to stand up – his leg
obeyed. He pinched himself, believing he was still asleep, but
nothing had changed. There was a slight scent of herbs in the
room. "Right! Eckley had once mentioned that one could only
transfer consciousness into the Conductor when fully healthy. So
someone healed my wound during the night, miracles…". He
examined the wound site once more – it was in perfect condition.
Forgetting for a moment his fate, the philologist jumped around
the room joyfully, like a child. But only for a moment – the
smile disappeared from his face as quickly as it had appeared.
He sat down in a corner and pondered.I had never wanted to
live so much. Wandering around the city again, admiring its busy
streets. Watching the ships leave the harbour, walking through
the woods. Listen to the birds, bask in the sun, just… To live. A
stingy tear rolled down his cheek and fell to the rotten floor.

Suddenly the young man heard something: "No, it can't be."
Wilmarth jumped up and pressed his ear to the outside wall:



 
 
 

birds were singing. How could it be, since there weren't any
animals for miles around, they didn't get along with the Mi-
go. Doesn't that mean that…" – Hope flashed in his eyes and
Wilmarth headed for the door. After examining it carefully, he
tried to open the mechanism with a splinter torn from the floor.
It only cracked inside with a crackle. This made him very angry:
"What's the matter with me? – He kicked the door with his foot
and immediately recoiled. The door swung open, letting in the
fresh air.

"Marcus… he forgot to lock it." There was no time to waste
– the young man quietly made his way to Ecklie's storerooms,
getting some strong ropes (the old man often went to the
mountains) and an old rifle. "Not much, but better than nothing.
It was just a matter of climbing out the window of one of the
rooms and hiding in the same part of the forest as the birds.
Without knowing why, Wilmarth was confident that the mee-
gohs would not get him there.

He went quietly down to the ground floor and entered the
room where he had been held last night. From the ground floor
came Noyes' snoring. Marcus was probably asleep at home.
Neither Neo nor Gling could be heard. Chalking it up to Mi-
go's habit of sleeping in the mountains, the young man cautiously
opened the window.Trying not to make a sound, he tied one end
of the rope to an old dresser and the other to his belt and started



 
 
 

the descent. It was not easy: his feet slipped on the tiles and his
sweaty palms prevented him from grasping the rope firmly.

"Oop-la!" – Having reached a safe height, Wilmarth jumped
off. Of course, he could have done without the rope, but still he
was too gentle for such an act. "After all, I am a literature teacher,
not a backyard boy."

The young man raised his head to gather the rope and
involuntarily shrieked – Marcus was staring at him dumbfounded
out of the window. The man had just woken up and came into
the kitchen to make his morning coffee. For a few seconds
both remained still, waiting for each other's action. "Don't even
think about shouting," Wilmarth muttered, aiming the gun at his
adversary. "Don't even think about it," he whispered back and
turned away from the window. "You have five minutes, then I'll
raise the alarm," the spy said as he continued to stir his drink.

"Why?" – Willmarth was discouraged.

"You only have to listen, and you will hear the call of
freedom."

The fugitive nodded his head and raced towards the forest,
oriented by the singing of the birds. He knew that salvation
awaited him there. He could feel it.



 
 
 

Chapter 6
The chase did not take long: as Marcus had promised, five

minutes later there was shouting and cursing outside the house.
By this time Willmarth had moved far enough away from the
trees to conceal his presence. He climbed a large sequoia tree
and watched: Noyes ran out of the house, got into his car and
drove off down a road leading somewhere in the mountains.Then
Marcus appeared on the porch, lit a cigarette and stared up at the
sky. Wilmart looked up, too, and almost fell over – three winged
men were flying towards the farmhouse. Their heads glowed red.
"Why did Noyes go there if they already knew about it?" The
lad made himself comfortable and continued his observation.
The Mi-go's went down and quickly entered the house. In a few
minutes Wilmart could already see them through the window
on the first floor. They looked carefully at the rope and turned
towards the forest. The young man froze. The heads of the Mi-
gos began to flicker: two of them glowed red and the third glowed
blue. Suddenly one of the Mi-go spread its wings, but the other
stopped it. They stood for a while longer and then returned
to Marcus. He said something to the aliens and they quickly
retreated back into the mountains.

Wilmarth climbed down from the tree and headed towards
the ridge as well. For some reason Mee-goh had not devastated
this part of the forest, and he would be safe here. But for how
long? "There is some mystery out there in the mountains. And



 
 
 

I must find it out." The young man could not be sure that if he
returned to Arkham everything would fall into place.There is no
telling what these creatures were up to. Why would they pull out
a harmless literature teacher and transfer his consciousness to the
Conductor? The answers were somewhere up there, so the boy
had only to follow the trail of the aliens, hoping that he would
find a way out of the situation.

It was an easy climb – there were many trails in the mountains.
Locals hiked with their families and tourists came here to admire
nature. Wilmarth spent the rest of the day hiking. At sunset he
finally reached the top. The view was indeed breathtaking: the
sun was coming down over the horizon, leaving a scarlet trail
on the treetops. All the wild animals remained below, in the last
living piece of forest. There was silence all around again. At
least, better than the buzzing of the Mee-goo. He looked around
and found a cave that led deep into the mountain. He needed
somewhere to spend the night before looking for clues, so he
headed there. Lying on a cold rock, he looked at the setting sun,
"I'll know soon, very soon…"

Chapter 7
"I… I can't go on," tears flowed from Wilmarth's eyes, a

coarse shiver running through his whole body. "No! There's no
point anymore! Nothing!" The young man's hoarse voice broke
into a scream. He staggered and fell to all fours. The crying
turned to laughter, "Ha… ha-ha… ha-ha… ha-ha… "You only



 
 
 

have to listen and you will hear the call of freedom…"

__________________________________________
The morning began with an unpleasant pain in my back.

Sleeping on the stone floor was not the best idea, but it was
probably the only one that Wilmarth had. "Until a few days
ago I was lying in my soft bed. For breakfast I would take a
fresh bun from the bakery and walk to the university. Back then
everyone was more concerned about getting rid of students, but
now… How stupid I've been." He stretched his stiffened body
and pondered his next steps. He had to find the place where Mi-
go had met the Master. Who the man was (and whether he was
human) remained a mystery. But he knew for sure that in it he
would find all the answers. He did not know where to go, so
he only had to trust in fate. Wilmart came out of the cave and
followed the first path he saw.

On the way, he thought about his life: his fate as a refugee,
the death of his parents, his brother who didn't wait for him…
"I wonder how he is now?" – he said, tripping over a rock and
hitting his knee. "What the…" Suddenly his hearing picked up
some sounds. "Are those… voices?" – Wilmarth fell silent. The
noise came from a crevice in the rock. Climbing through it was
impossible, at least for a human. "There must be another way in,"
the young man may not have liked getting into trouble before, but
now he took all will in his fist and headed towards the unknown.



 
 
 

After a few minutes the entrance was found. With his
boots off beforehand, Wilmarth walked slowly deeper into the
mountain. He kept walking until the voices were audible enough
to make out their meaning.

"So you're saying we can spring into action? A fugitive – he
could really annoy us…"

"Nonsense! It is but one drop in a sea of my power."

"But Yugotta's safety, she…"

"That's enough! You bore me, Noyes. I didn't give people a
chance at life for you to bore me with your talk."

"Forgive me, Master. I will do whatever it takes to make your
plan come to fruition. The day of peace is approaching, we have
fulfilled almost all the conditions. Ninety-nine percent of the
population is under our control. Either killed and replaced or
handed over to the Conductors. The remaining percentage we
are looking for”.

"Oh, people… Resisting, not realising it's already over. That
remaining percentage are people who know our nature, but still
resist the inevitable. A day of peace is the best thing that could
have happened to their planet. For so many years they have



 
 
 

littered their own home. We have come to give new life to
this world. Besides, Yuggot isn't suited to thriving with delicate
creatures like Mi-go. You know they are more like plants, they
need the sun. I will do anything to ensure that my people live in
prosperity. Even if it means doom for another. Now go away –
the servants should have found the scroll by now, the lad is hiding
in the Cursed Zone, you must help remove his protection. That
old man Eckley is giving us a hard time."

"Of course, Master. I'm on my way," Noyes bowed and
headed for the exit.

Wilmarth crawled out of the cave and rounded a corner so
that the spy would not see him. He leaned against the rock and
could barely contain his cry. "So it's all been decided a long time
ago…? All in vain?!" Tears rolled down his cheeks. "Is it possible
that the relatives, they too…"

"Replaced?" – Noyes' smirking voice brought the young man
out of his stupor. He jumped up sharply and punched the man
in the stomach, then kicked him several more times until he
collapsed to the ground. Wilmart's eyes were bloodshot, and he
kept punching Noyes until he was out of breath from the blows.

"What have you brought yourself to, lad?" – The motionless
Noyes never stopped smirking – "Found out your dear brother



 
 
 

and his whole family is long gone? What's the big deal, practically
the entire population of Earth isn't human anymore."

"WHO IS HE?" – Wilmarth pointed the shotgun at his enemy
– "WHO'S YOUR MASTER".

Noyes laughed again: "See for yourself."

Shot. Wilmarth's hands were splattered with blood. He stared
blankly at the breathless body and smiled. Then dropped his
weapon and with the same unfailing smile walked back into the
cave.

"I'M COMING FOR YOU."
Chapter 8
It was dark and damp inside. Wilmarth moved slowly forward.

He walked calmly, with a straight back and a look of hatred.
Tears glistened in his eyes, and his face contorted with the same
smile of a madman. He didn't care what awaited him in the heart
of this rock. All that mattered was finding the demon who had
taken everything from him. Everything.

"Hey, Master! Or should I call you a monster? I think the latter
is more appropriate." Yesterday's harmless young man was now
on the edge. Madness.



 
 
 

"Come on, come out and look me in the eyes! In the eyes of
the one whose life you broke!" – Willmarth stepped out of the
corridor into a spacious room hollowed out of the rock. In the
very centre stood an altar. There were several tables with all sorts
of weapons, from an Earth knife to an incomprehensible device
that looked like a drop of water with a wormhole in the middle.
Beneath the dome floated a throne. It was held in place by a force
incomprehensible to man, and towered majestically over all who
entered the cave.

"How narcissistic do you have to be to create that for
yourself?" – Willmarth muttered.

"By me," came a voice from behind him.

The boy turned around – there was HE standing behind him.
Clad in a dark robe, he seemed to be composed of darkness.
There was black vapor beneath his feet, as if he were walking
on air.

"Pleased to meet you, Albert," the stranger floated past the
uninvited guest and stood beside one of the daggers on the table.
"Amazing you people. Created so many things to exterminate
yourselves." – He made a slight movement with his hand and the
dagger immediately plunged into the young man's leg. There was
no pain. Only a slight tingling sensation in his body.



 
 
 

"You have been looking for me. I am the Master. And,
behold," the darkness beneath the hem of his cloak began to
expand until it reached Willmarth. His eyes darkened, and then
he suddenly had an epiphany: a  blooming planet appeared in
his mind. There were mi-gu everywhere, but they didn't seem
scary at all. On the contrary – amazing. "Just a few millennia
ago, our planet was the best place on earth. There my people
could exist in peace without worrying about anything. We lived in
peace and harmony until the dark times came. Look" – Wilmarth
looked up and saw hundreds of meteorites destroying the planet's
atmosphere-"They came without warning – the Eaters. They are
evil beings who have bestowed their darkness on every monster
known in the universe. We were given the choice to join them
or die. Then I took the brunt of it so that my people could leave
home. The Reapers poured so much energy into me that I should
have died, but as you can see, they miscalculated. I have only
grown stronger. Not only did this allow me to safely transport all
of the Mi-go to the other side of the galaxy, but it also allowed
me to absorb the Reapers themselves. From then on, their power
was mine. But the Mi-go were uncomfortable on Yugott. Then
I found this place for my people – your Earth. At first we flew
here only once every few years to check on the situation. But it
turned out to be too sad: drowning in their sins, people threatened
to ruin their own home. So I decided to establish ours here.
Understand, I am not a monster at all, I am a saviour. Peace Day



 
 
 

is a celebration of the Earth's liberation and a sign of my people's
immortality. Now do you see? " – As Master spoke, images and
pictures flashed before Wilmarath's eyes, as if he were aware of
the very essence of existence.

I see… Master." – The darkness left the young man's eyes,
leaving a dazzling gleam in them.

"Good. Then you know what to do."  – The Conqueror of
Worlds turned his back on the young man.

"But… What about my family? What about me?" – Suddenly
a quiet voice came from the latter.

"The first ones were killed a long time ago, and you must
follow their example. How interesting, your brother asked the
same question before he died." – The Master dissolved, leaving
behind only a small blob of energy that swept through Wilmarth.
He sobbed.

"So… it was bound to happen, but brother… Greg…"
Staggering, the lad headed for the exit. Reaching the bend where
he had been hiding earlier, he glanced at Noyes' breathless body
and wandered on. Before the precipice the young man's feet
stopped.



 
 
 

"I… I can't do this anymore," tears streamed from
my eyes, a coarse shiver running through my body. "No!
There's no point anymore! Nothing!" The hoarse voice broke
into a scream. He staggered and fell to all fours. The
crying turned to laughter, "Ha… hahaha… hahahahaha…
AHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHA."

"He showed me, HE showed me everything. I don't belong
here. None of us belong. Not even you, Greg…"

Gathering his strength, the boy stood up. He was right in front
of the precipice. There was something strange going on below.
He looked up and saw Mi-go and Marcus making their way
through the forest.

"So we made it," the smile twitched the corner of the young
man's mouth again.

He looked up into the sky. Somewhere out there in space
was where the aliens had come from. Above the clouds, above
everything!

The young man smiled. This time with the calm smile of a
happy man.

"There is only one way out. You only have to listen, and you
will hear the call of freedom…"



 
 
 

Wilmarth spread his arms and took a step into the abyss.

The end.


